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Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (“Jesus’ Christ”) goal to destroy humankind is not only revealed
in chronicles (Christians' cant: "gospels") the Christian foul mouths wanted to get rid off for ever
in vain but also in the official (“canonized”) ones:

Lu 12:49 NRSV
49 "I came to bring fire to the earth, and how I wish it were already kindled!
Lu 12:51 -53 NRSV
51 Do you think that I have come to bring peace to the earth? No, I tell you, but rather division!
52 From now on five in one household will be divided, three against two and two against three;
53 they will be divided: father against son and son against father, mother against daughter
and daughter against mother, mother-in-law against her daughter-in-law and daughter-in-law
against mother-in-law."

Well, and when ancient Rome was burning these Christian firebugs with a firebug’s „god“
were completely „innocent lambs“ suffering on the cross… Jesus "Christ" does not only want to
set fire to the whole world, he even presumes to instigate hatred on one’s father and mother
and the latter one on their children.
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Lu 14:26 NRSV
26 "Whoever comes to me and does not hate father and mother, wife and children, brothers
and sisters, yes, and even life itself, cannot be my disciple.
Oh yeah, hatred on one’s father and mother and that one of the latter on their children that is
the true “love” of Jesus "Christ" made unassailable by feigning it as “brotherly love” or “love
of one’s enemies”! Hatred and revenge of the last one on the first faked as “love” that is the goal
of Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera and his Christian henchmen. Everything else they proffer is
hypocrisy and camouflage making their foul play unassailable.
Jesus (Satan's) "Christ",
Human’s hypocrite!
Full of spite!
Ugh, that hoodlums’ sect inveigles even the closest family members to hatred on one another!
My word, what a “love’s” sect …! More over, if one says that one shall love the other human
beings as one loves oneself and this love to oneself is hatred – as expressively said, here –
then loving your next (like you love yourself) means hate your next one as you hate yourself!
He even presumes to instigate hatred on one’s father and mother and the latter on their children.
·

Is not there a God’s Commandment that one has to honor one’s father and mother?

·
Does not he feign to fulfill God’s Commandments?
·
In addition, do not the Christian foul mouths allege that Satan always wants to destroy
the commandments of god or gulls human being into disobeying them?
·
Is not this Satan Jesus "Christ" , once more according to the Christian foul mouths’
own standard?
Burning down the world, i.e., humankind, that is the “love” Jesus "Christ" perpetrates!
Here, underhand foul player and death penalty convict Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (underhand
foul player’s name: Jesus "Christ" ) leaks that foul play is his goal, in particular,
annihilation, destruction, murder, slaughter, ruin! Such foul play shall become unassailable
by feigning it as each reverse (e.g., „brotherly love“, „enemy love“ etc.) and by perpetrating
some alibi actions – e.g., a plate of soup for homeless ones in order to gull the victims into
mixing up mask and being.
Did not he say that a bad tree: “bad tree bears bad fruit (Mt 7:16) and that “a bad tree cannot
bear good fruit” (Mt 7:17)? So, why do you wonder about this death penalty convict and this
felons’ coach? Because Christian brainwashing conditions something else to blather?
Once more, the Christian barbarians feign those abominations as „brotherly love“ or as
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other „sorts of loves“ those „the sick needing a physician“ (Lu 5:31) ever can contrive … A plate
of soup for homeless ones shall give the alibi for that fake and the pretext for waging war on
the first only because this scum of the world, those spiteful little devils or those rats in the
sewers want to be regarded as the „first ones“! Nowhere rats are disguised that beautiful!
In other chronicles (Christians' cant: "gospels") Christian sect wanted to destroy forever to
prevent itself from getting unmasked, i.e., in the chronicle (Christians' cant: "gospel") imputed
to Thomas Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus Christ's") Satanic mind even more
is unmasked:

Jesus said, "I shall destroy this house, and no one will be able to (re)build it [...]."

[i]

Thus, Jesus "Christ" does not only vow to Satan but also to the (perfect) crime.
By the term of „house“ the intellectual foundations of human beings are meant such as: life,
the world, truths, morals, love, religion etc. He wants to destroy that, in fact in a way that
nobody is able to restore it, again. That is Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera’s (Christian jargon:
Jesus "Christ" ) commitment to the perfect crime. Jesus "Christ" boasts of the perfect crime
and perfect terror. He is sure to succeed in perpetrating them. Finally, he has Christian
foul mouths! Christian sect’s success shows that he is right, in this regard. Crime and terrorism
are only perfect if they are not to realized as such but can be fobbed as extreme “morals”
or “benefactions”, e.g., such as “love” off on the victims.
Destroying and killing the world, humankind, the individual, in particular those that turned
out better than this miscarriage of nature and all is fellow failings of nature (“the powerful
man”) that what the coach of foul play and all his fellow underhand foul players want! And
this foul play shall become unassailable by faking it as “love” or by other “nice” concepts.
In a sec of “the sick needing a physician” (Lu 5:31), viz, of bad trees are bad human beings fruits
of all sorts of forgeries will be produced, certainly. If it is about forgeries of chronicles
(Christians' cant: "gospels") or that one of the “Constantinian forgery”, by which Christian
Mafia pilfered one third of Western Europe – the most crime on property of our planet.
However, forgeries are not only perpetrated by contrivances but also pertaining to
authenticity. That at least is the case pertaining to the chronicle (Christians' cant:
"gospel") imputed to Thoma”! However, there is noting told what is not told in the
“canonized” chronicles (Christians' cant: "gospels"), even if in a more or less moderate way.
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In this sense even the following saying from the gospel that is attributed to his disciple Philip is
to understand:

“…for Jesus came to crucify the world.“

[ii]

That is the real aim of this underhand foul player: to crucify the world but never be crucified!
In a sect of honest, lovable and above all honorable folks such saying never would occurred but
in a sect of Mafiosi taking revenge on those that do better and turned out better by nature
that wants to make their foul play unassailable by faking “morals” … Even accidents do not
grow on trees.
Conspicuously this saying matches history of Christian Mafia! Did not he say that a bad
tree produces bad fruits?
Now, Christian foul mouths might object that Jesus "Christ" was crucified. It is completely
correct that he fancied to become “King of Israel” on Palm-Sunday but he failed and instead
of acceding to the Israeli throne he was to accede to the gallows or cross (both is the same!).
Why did that happen? It is to presume that his insanity that everything is only a matter of
belief did not work. Probably that was not the only case where this drivel “faith
shifts mountains” (see: Mt 17:20) turned out to be very fateful, not only for his Christian
henchmen but also for himself!
He suffered the same fate each felon of high treason has to suffer when trying to usurp the
power of his country. That was the game he knew in advance but tempted his fortune and
turned out as loser (as most Christian foul mouths do), viz, failed! That Christian “almighty
god” knew the consequences in advanced but the desperado tried his fortune and failed
as desperadoes are used to failing. Afterwards, he had to cant his failure. That canting has a
name: Christianity! Yehoshua-ben-Pandera is no felon that was unjustly condemned
maximum penalty? Try doing the same in your country, even in a Christian one! Claim
yourself unlawfully king or president of your (Christian) country, perhaps in addition, raid
the Vatican and wait and see what will happen!
After the desperado’s faith failed shifting mountains, viz, making him to the “King of Israel”
his faith should shift the truths. This shifting has a name: “The (alleged) innocent lamb of
god vicariously suffering on the cross”!
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Fancying to be able to shift mountains (see: Mt 17:20) does not shift mountains. Fancying being
a king does not make a king. However, that should be possible if everything depends on a
faith that shifts mountains (see Mt 17:20). Here another question arises if he really „acceded“ to
the gallows or cross or if he once more acted according to his slogan: Christian belief
shifts mountains and the truths, anyway. That means in this case: If I (Yehoshua-BenPandera) fancy to be that stuntman (double) that is hanging on the cross and I am that guy. Then
I only would not be that guy if I do not have enough faith …! In addition, he is not the first
one who was hoisted with his own petard. He even was not the first falling into his own
trap! However, do not forget: if you believe that he was the first one felling into his own trap,
then he did so because he (your Christian “god”) had not sufficient faith …! Those are the
“truth” of Jesus "Christ" , e.g., the feasibility of all things for his Christian henchmen for
worshiping him as “god”, in exchange!
Jesus "Christ" was executed death penalty by crucifixion? Do you think he really was that
goofy? How does a sorcerer fake his “resurrection” from the dead? By getting a goof or idiot
dying instead of him! In contrast with all the Christian foul mouths’ bigoted allegations, finding
a stuntman dying for the boss of a conspiracy is no problem among desperadoes and terrorists!
Oh yeah, Christian megalomania shifts mountains and the truths, anyway. That is
what desperadoes, in particular, Christian objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy, firmly, oh
yes, stubbornly trust in!
Once more: When alleging that hundred except four chronicles (Christians' cant: "gospels")
are authentic they inadvertently and indirectly unmask themselves that lies and deceits are the
rule among them and truths, if at all, rare exception. However could it be else among
underhand foul players? One never knows what underhand foul players and other sorts of
felons have to suffer … Oh my goodness, and steadily that persecution of the truths…! It
is unbelievable how Christian foul mouths are persecuted by the truth …! Feel “pity” for them,
will you …?!
Christianity is bestiality!
As said, exactly because the chronicle (Christians' cant: "gospel") imputed to Thomas debunks
so many truths:

„These are the secret sayings which the living Jesus spoke and which Didymos Judas Thomas wrote
down. …“[iii]
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However, one can keep things secret if the public has admittance to them? Declaring
and obliterating those sayings to be “non-authentic” is a way of keeping them secret. If
succeeding to do so, they stay secret forever! The Christian foul mouths almost – but only almost!
– succeeded in erasing this and other debunking writings. There is no perfect crime but only
an almost perfect crime: Christianity!
However, can one make one’s crimes unassailable if the instigator says: We (Christians)want to
kill those that are better than we are?
To those „secret words“ of the chronicle (Christians' cant: "gospel") imputed to
Thomas correspond those non-secret ones of the „authentic“ ones. Finally, the religious rogues
may not believe in the lies of their own, in the end:

Lu 19:27 NKJV
27 ‘But bring here those enemies of mine, who did not want me to reign over them, and slay them
before me.’"

Well, this says
Jesus "Christ" –
Satan’s mind and spite!
Those are the slaughters Yehoshua-ben-Pandera ( foul players’ name: Jesus "Christ" ) fancies
in Logion 98 of “The Gospels of Thomas”! What an “innocent lamb of Satan, pardon, “god” on
the cross …! I am already going to burst into tears …! Christianity is criminality!
Slaughters and murders – that foul play is the Christian foul mouths’ „brotherly love“ and
their „enemy love”. What an “innocent lamb of Satan, pardon, “god” on the cross …! I am
already going to burst into tears …! Christianity is bestiality!

At best this “love” was demonstrated in the Middle Ages, however even quite usually today, e.
g., by the Christian foul mouths’ participation in the genocide in Rwanda (Africa) in the 90ties
of the 20th century, hardly a decade ago! Whoever does not comply with the
Christian swineherds’ („good shepherds’) obsessed with lust for power, becomes
libeled, slandered, denounced and finally killed if those ones in a peacock’s clothing do not get
rid of him in another way.
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Christianity is criminality!
Oh yeah, “innocent” spiteful little devil on the cross even gulling into hatred on one’s father
and mother …! My word, what a “god” of (Christian) objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy
of perfidy!
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Annotations:
[i] The Gospel of Thomas, translated by Thomas O. Lambdin, Logion 71, on: http://www.gnosis.org/naghamm/
gthlamb.html
[ii] The Gospel of Philip , Translated by Wesley W. Isenberg on:
http://www.gnosis.org/naghamm/gop.htm
[iii] The Gospel of Thomas, ibidem, Prologue
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